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Live stream definition:
A live broadcast of an event
over the internet.
Simple, right?
But now, it’s so much more than that.
Live streaming is the most authentic way of
connecting with your audience, for both brands
and influencers. You can tell your story, promote
your content and expand your audience.
What started as just a simple push of the live
button, has gone on to become a frontrunner
across the entire social landscape.
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The numbers
The main selling point for live streaming are the
statistics that come with it. In 2021, it is expected
to become a $70.5 billion industry.
Gaming is continuously breaking records across
the biggest platforms with Fortnite being a major
factor. In 2018, over 50 billion hours of gaming
was watched, including the time that Ninja and
Drake “broke the internet” by playing Fortnite
together to an audience of over 600,000.
But it’s not just gaming that benefits from live
streaming. In 2015, Twitter bought live streaming
platform Periscope for $100 million because

of the potential that it had at the time, and since
then - live streaming has gone on to become
a prominent feature in most of our social
applications. Influencers use Instagram live to
speak directly to their audience, whilst brands
also use it to showcase their events. Brands are
beginning to utilise live streaming to give their
audience access to behind the scenes footage
With 80% of consumers preferring to watch a live
stream than read a blog or article, it’s clear to see
why brands are turning to live video.

The main audience
Gen Z are about to become the main bulk
of the market, and are the main audience for live
streaming. On average, they spend over
4 hours a day on their phones, so there’s clear
reasoning why advertisers are targeting social
and digital services.

is informative and engaging, but live streaming
adds that interactive element that all consumers
desire. As well as interactivity, it also provides
authentic responses and reactions from the
creator, building an environment based on
consumer trust in the content they’re producing.

3.4 hours of the time spent on their phone is
spent watching video content, but that’s not
specific to one type of video. Your typical video
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So who’s done it?
Nestlé Drumstick— In 2015, Nestlé gambled
on Periscope as an advertising platform for their
Drumstick ice cream. Nestlé partnered with
multiple streamers on the platform at the start
of summer to create various iconic summer
scenarios. The Nestlé Periscope channel
generated approximately 5000 live viewers and
50,000 hearts (Periscope’s engagement function)
in roughly 12 hours. Influencer broadcasts
generated less views but more hearts.
NFL Thursday Night Football — The NFL
partnered with Amazon for Thursday Night
Football last year allowing users to watch
American Football for free on Twitch.
Each week, selected streamers watched their
chosen match live on stream whilst interacting
with their audience. This created an engaging
and unique experience for viewers as they were
able to express their opinions in the ‘chat’ and
get a real-time response from the commentator.
MTV / Cosmopolitan — Celebrity or influencer
takeovers are a hot topic with these two brands.
Cosmopolitan use Facebook Live to get viewers
to engage in Q&As for their spotlight influencers,
whereas MTV typically use Periscope live from
the red carpet to increase engagement on mobile
devices and generate build up to the
main event on TV.
Target and Gwen Stefani — These two paired
up to create the world’s first live music video to
be aired on television. The ad was aired during
a 4 minute ad break at the Grammy Awards
in 2016.
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How can you tap in?
Instagram or Facebook Live / Periscope /
Streaming services — Brands have multiple options
to choose from when selecting their streaming
platform. Live streams are typically shown at the top
left of your Instagram story feed when users open
the app, although this will be more common if the
consumer engages with your brand content in the
first place. The problem is that you’re relying on your
current followers to tune in. Brands are constantly
looking to expand their audience, so how do you do
that via social live streaming?
A Brand Takeover.

Brand Takeover — A brand takeover is fairly
common in modern advertising. Brands partner with
influencers and give them full control of their chosen
social handle, generally Instagram. A common
mistake is picking an influencer for their follower
count. However by picking an influencer that
resonates with your brand, you’re almost guaranteed
higher returns in engagement, product sales or
followers (depending on your campaign goals).
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Stream Takeover/ Partnered Stream —
Similar to a brand takeover, but mainly used on
Twitch and YouTube for Gaming.
In gaming, brands partner with their selected
streamer and organise a live stream time that
matches their peak viewership. The title of the
stream has to include #Ad, but occasionally uses
#*brand*partner, with the streamer encouraged
to remind audiences of the nature of the stream either promoting their product or giving viewers the
chance to win branded products. With constant
reminders being pushed by the streamer, viewers
are likely to engage by asking questions through the
chat or donations. Although viewers are exposed
to ads, it’s more natural and the content they came
for is still in the background whilst the streamer
narrates. But can the background content become
an issue? If the streamer is playing a game, does the
nature of the game match your brand’s voice? The
background content is essential when considering
which streamer to partner with.

Q&A — Q&As have typically been used in YouTube
videos but are becoming a more prominent feature
in live streams. Consumers are less convinced with
creators’ or brands’ Q&A videos if they’re able to
pick their own questions and take longer to respond,
meaning they can script their answers ahead of
its live date. Live Q&As however create a more
authentic response from the brand or influencer
in real-time. From the brand’s perspective, if you
partner with a relevant influencer to lead a Q&A,
your engagements are inevitably going to increase.
Not only that, it also creates an insight into what
your audience want to know about your brand
(whether you answer the question or not), other
relevant moments for you to capitalise on at a later
date and also highlight areas of concern that you
may not have been aware of beforehand.
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Backstage exclusives — Creating backstage
exclusives will entice engagement with your
audience. Interviews and a general behind the
scenes look give your audience a different
perspective to their usual association of your brand.
Events — Similar to backstage exclusives,
showcasing your company’s events are popular
among consumers. Conferences, store openings
and concerts, among others, are all areas of interest
that brands could showcase on a live stream. By live
streaming your event it engages the viewers who
are unable to attend and can potentially push them
to attend the next event.
Pre-roll / Mid-roll advertisements —
Focusing specifically on video streaming services,
pre-roll and mid-roll advertising is essential for
engaging your audience. On Twitch, partnered
content creators have the option to roll ads with the
click of a button; but keeping your ads in line with the
content the viewer is there to watch is imperative to
its success.
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The takeaway
When using the live stream function, it’s important
to not come across promotional. Using an
influencer or taking your viewers backstage,
it creates a more personal experience than users
are accustomed to on social. By doing this, your
consumers will have an authentic, engaging
experience, whilst your chosen influencer can
enjoy the interaction with your audience
in a unique and memorable way.
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Want to find out more?
Get in touch
TA L K TO U S @ S H A R E C R E AT I V E .C O M
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